Using chemical exchange to assign non-covalent protein complexes in slow exchange with the free state: enhanced resolution and efficient signal editing.
The formation of a ligand-protein complex oftentimes results in significant chemical shift changes. These changes may occur not only in the binding pocket but also in distal regions of the protein target. Therefore the reassignment of the backbone resonances in the complex is frequently a time consuming challenge. Here we present a suite of resolution-enhanced N(z)-exchange NMR experiments useful for rapidly assigning backbone (1)H and (15)N amide resonances of the ligand-bound form of a protein in slow exchange with its free state. Incorporation of semi-constant time frequency labeling periods into 3D N(z)-exchange experiments in combination with the collection of resolution-enhanced 2D N(z)-exchange difference spectra leads to a powerful set of tools for analyzing protein-ligand complexes. This allows for both the assignment of the bound state and the rapid assessment of the protein binding interface. The proposed methodology is demonstrated on the complex formed by the dimerization-docking domain of the c-AMP-dependent protein kinase and the tethering domain of the dual-binding A-kinase anchoring protein (AKAP).